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This is Marek. Welcome to my 

world, and I'm glad you're 

checking out my portfolio. 

So, prepare for a mix of madness, 

courage, and unique creativity.

Ready? If you enjoy my work, 

let's team up to create something 

exceptional xD

Scroll down, &we can get started

Rebel Soul

Creative Mind

Normality is a paved road: 

It's comfortable to walk, 

but no flowers grow on it

Vincent van Gogh
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Marek Designer – short info

My journey has taken me through a multitude of projects, yet the most invaluable lessons 

were not learned while working for others, but rather when I embarked on ventures of my 

own. These vast reserves of knowledge find their way into the projects I have the potential to 

craft for you. Together, we will not only leave a mark but also etch a lasting impression in 

memory – regardless of whether we attain the pinnacle of recognition. What do you envision? 

Can we create something that resonates with a positive impact?

"

Graphic Designer UI/UX Designer Video EditorWeb Designer Social Media Designer Logo Designer

Logo Designer Digital Marketing Copywriter Rebel Designpreneur Print Designer Creative Problem Solving
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You won't regret working with me, because...

OnlyDesigners

Over the past 18 years, I've brought to life so many 

wild ideas that some even made it to the front 

pages of gossip websites. And you know what? I've 

even found myself in Wikipedia. Innovative 

marketing, daring projects, and a bit of 

determination – these are my secrets.

Oh, did I mention that I've launched a brand's 

YouTube channel? 2.5 million views in a year. Not 

bad, right?

So if you're up for a mission of creating something 

extraordinary and if you appreciate an 

unconventional approach, I'm your guy. Together, 

we'll make waves, don't you think?



OnlyDesigners

Source  photo: Apollo Lunar Surface Journal (page, search for KSC-72PC-133)

it's me when I was running my own ad agency

https://history.nasa.gov/alsj/a16/ap16-KSC-72PC-133HR.jpg


But hold on before making the decision whether it's worth 
embarking on a daring adventure with me - take a closer 

look at my works. Let's start with those I've created for myself.
Okay, ready? Because now we're getting started!

OnlyDesigners



https://www.startup.infohttps://www.paywhatyouwant.eu

No matter how many calumets you have 
smoked, will not find a better offert

Pay What You Want 
- Why follow the crowd 
when you can create 
your own paths?

Pay What You Want - Our Design - Your price! This statement 

revolutionized the entire business concept. For the first time in 

the advertising industry, I proposed that clients pay for projects 

whatever they deemed fair! With courage and a creative 

approach, I introduced a revolution in the industry. This was my 

manifesto towards uniqueness and bravery. And importantly, 

I did it as the first in the advertising world.

Logo Branding Key Visual Landing page

Social Media Visuals Brand Promotion Google Adverts

https://www.paywhatyouwant.eu


Creation
Website
Marketing
- Full Package

The entire campaign was absolutely unique, so its landing page couldn't look 

like just any ordinary template. To create a masterpiece, I had to delve into old 

Corel stock from the 90s. Over 100 CD-ROMs with thousands of images were 

reviewed, and from them, I curated those that allowed me to craft something in 

an utterly unique atmosphere. The result? Clicks, headlines, media spotlights, 

and several international design awards.



52
media publications 

worldwide portals, 

blogs, newspapers,

even French television

73,519
visits to the paywhatyouwant.eu 

website and that's just in

under 3 months from the start 

of the campaign

124
congratulatory emails

from around the globe 

- and to each I personally 

replied, as my vision also 

includes interaction

Rewolucja nie pozostała niezauważona 

You can see the projects I created under PWYW here: CLICK

https://www.paywhatyouwant.eu




Interestingly, in Poland, few people caught on to the idea 
of  the Pay What You Want campaign. I decided to create 

a project that would stir up a real storm in the country. 
Something that wouldn't just interest, but captivate and evoke 
a wave of  emotions. And that's how the idea was born for ... 



The Most Controversial 
Energy Drink in Poland

Imagine a market saturated with over 100 brands of energy drinks. 

That's quite a lot, isn't it? Now consider how challenging it is to break 

through with a new brand without having a multi-million budget for 

promotion… Easy? Definitely not! And it's precisely this challenge that 

inspired me to create a brand that deviates from the norm, a brand 

that is a bold statement in itself, impossible to ignore. The result of this 

idea is the most controversial brand in Poland!

Energy with balls

Logo Naming Claim Branding Key Visual Landing page Social Media Visuals

Visual Communication

Sales Network Building

Brand Marketing

Viral Content Memes Video Editing Advertising Video Content Creation

Printed Materials

Sales Strategy

Brand Communication

Branding Collateral Logistics Management



I decided to create a brand directly inspired by the 

internet culture — a brand that was previously only found 

in games or on meme websites. That's why I opted for a 

provocative name and pixelated aesthetics reminiscent of 

the 80s. The result is a balanced irony that teeters on the 

edge of daring parody.

CREATION



Super Ruchacza made its appearances in viral videos, some of which were 

created by me. Need an example? Here it is: "M jak Miłość – Szkoła Palenia Zioła" 

or the true meaning behind summer hits - thanks to these viral videos, 

the Super Ruchacza channel gained over 2.5 million views and 9,000 subscribers.

 

Within a year of releasing the tongue-in-cheek promotional video on YouTube, 

it garnered over 400,000 views, and the YouTube channel currently boasts 

around 9,000 subscribers.

0:14 / 2:08

0:21 / 1:02

0:19 / 2:072:36 / 3:09

1:41 / 2:04

promo video

going viral

/@OfficialSuperRuchacz

https://youtu.be/VKB2Bnlh41A
https://youtu.be/0tLt2P6Uz9Q
https://youtu.be/8tw_dYcsTH8
https://fb.watch/mr02i6VNXU/
https://fb.watch/mq-ZHPzqMi/
https://www.youtube.com/@OfficialSuperRuchacz
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The biggest challenge that arose during the planning of 

the PR campaign was to make the information about the 

drink appear credible. Let's face it, something like Super 

Ruchacz immediately looks like a joke from some troll. 

On the other hand, the upside was that such a 

controversial beverage hadn't existed in Poland before, 

so the topic was highly engaging and had enormous 

potential for clickbait headlines.

https://www.startup.infowww.superruchacz.com

2:36 / 3:09

https://www.superruchacz.com/


Super Ruchacz is more than just a beverage; it's a lifestyle. That's why I 

ventured into designing merchandise like t-shirts, posters, stickers, 

lanyards, and many more, expanding the brand's reach beyond the 

drink itself.



This is what the desired product looks like! Super Ruchacz boasts an astonishing 

ability to create a buzz on social media. An excellent example is Instagram, where 

Super Ruchacz gained significant popularity (considering it's a Polish energy 

drink). I've also received hundreds of emails and comments praising the brand. 

And the Facebook profile has amassed nearly 10,000 followers.

the wow effect

/SuperRuchacz

https://www.facebook.com/superruchacz


http://wiadomosci.gazeta.pl/wiadomosci/1,114883,18481464,napoj-o-wulgarnej-nazwie-na-sklepowych-polkach-dobrze-sie.html

http://www.fakt.pl/finanse/nowy-energetyk-super-ruchacz-,artykuly,563686.html

http://www.maxim.cz/maxim-tv/reklamy/video-super-ruchacz-je-novy-energeticky-napoj-co-z-kazdeho-udela-nadsamce-tady-je-dukaz

The publication on the front page of the Czech edition 

of the global men's magazine, MAXIM, also praised 

the Super Ruchacz brand.

The biggest news portals in Poland, even the gossip 

ones, couldn't ignore the news about Super Ruchacz. 

Not to mention, mentions of the brand appeared on 

every funny meme and content-sharing platform.

Super Ruchacz received coverage from major Polish 

media outlets, creating a significant buzz around the 

brand.

maxim.cz

fakt.pl

gazeta.pl

https://www.facebook.com/superruchacz
http://www.maxim.cz/maxim-tv/reklamy/video-super-ruchacz-je-novy-energeticky-napoj-co-z-kazdeho-udela-nadsamce-tady-je-dukaz
http://fooyoh.com/menknowpause_lifestyle_living/14879572/this-energy-drink-commercial-is-so-badly-done-its-good-video
http://fooyoh.com/menknowpause_lifestyle_living/14879572/this-energy-drink-commercial-is-so-badly-done-its-good-video
http://wiadomosci.gazeta.pl/wiadomosci/1,114883,18481464,napoj-o-wulgarnej-nazwie-na-sklepowych-polkach-dobrze-sie.html
http://www.fakt.pl/finanse/nowy-energetyk-super-ruchacz-,artykuly,563686.html


covid-19
During the COVID-19 pandemic, I received several 

emails from my fans, saying: "... hey, we're stuck at 

home - do something to lift our spirits." This touched 

me and prompted me to take action. As a result, the 

limited edition Super Ruchacz PANDEMIC EDITION was 

born and released. This drink was intended not only to 

uplift spirits but also to add a bit of sweetness to the 

challenging times of isolation. Although it's just a 

beverage, I hope it was able to momentarily ease the 

difficulties brought about by the pandemic.

Super Ruchacz also caught the attention 

of Paris Hilton herself, who, upon seeing 

the can, exclaimed, "Wow, amazing can," 

and even autographed it.

paris 
hilton

http://wyborcza.pl/1,75248,17089524,Tegoroczny_Super_Chamlet_to_____najbardziej_szowinistyczny.html

However, that still wasn't enough, and I decided to 

aim for the Super Chamlet Award. Just because I 

wanted it - for the worst advertisement of the 

year. To achieve this, I submitted the commercial 

to the competition and motivated Super Ruchacz 

fans to vote for it xD

super
chamlet

http://fooyoh.com/menknowpause_lifestyle_living/14879572/this-energy-drink-commercial-is-so-badly-done-its-good-video
http://fooyoh.com/menknowpause_lifestyle_living/14879572/this-energy-drink-commercial-is-so-badly-done-its-good-video


SUPER FAPPER
In line with the brand's philosophy, I also created a 

complementary product, the energy drink Super 

Fapper.

It's for those who prefer solitary evenings in the 

comfort of their homes over wild nights out in the 

city. Okay, I'm joking – in reality, Super Fapper is for 

people with an internet-ironic sense of humor.

P A R E N T A L

ADVISORY 
FAP CONTENT

0:21 / 1:02

https://fb.watch/mr078WJap3/


RESULTS

30+
media publications

in Poland and abroad

websites, blogs, newspapers

150000+
cans of energy 

drinks sold

40+
night events

under the patronage

of Super Ruchacz

5000+
bottles of beer

Super Ruchacz soldz

70+
distribution points

across Poland



While actively engaging with Super Ruchacz in the market, 
I noticed an intriguing practice that seemed quite common within 

the energy drink industry. It inspired me to take action, 
which led to the creation of  ...



An original and daring social campaign 
aimed at raising awareness about 
the issue of so-called VAT fraud.

https://www.startup.infowww.vatacademy.com

This is an incredibly important topic for our society and also 

uniquely intriguing, so it's worth discussing, especially with 

young people – law students or ambitious aspiring 

entrepreneurs.

Instead of toiling at a job so bland, start 

making cash with the VAT in hand!

P O L S K A 

AKADEMIA VAT

Logo Naming Claim Branding Key Visual Landing page

Social Media Visuals

Visual Communication

Brand Marketing

Printed Materials

Brand Communication

Branding Collateral

Memes

https://8k.home.pl/8k/AkcjaVAT


The Polish VAT Academy is a unique social campaign that aims to shed light on 

VAT fraud. Media occasionally touches upon tax scams, but in a way that's not 

engaging or appealing, especially to younger audiences. That's where I had a 

different idea: education through entertainment, with a dash of humor and 

subtle sarcasm. By implementing social media actions and creating dozens of 

memes, the campaign quickly garnered nearly 5000 followers on Facebook.

IDEA

/PolskaAkademiaVAT

IDEA

https://www.startup.infowww.money.pl/gospodarka/wiadomosci/artykul/polska-akademia-vat-wyludzenia-podatki,48,0,2386992.html

https://www.facebook.com/PolskaAkademiaVAT
http://www.money.pl/gospodarka/wiadomosci/artykul/polska-akademia-vat-wyludzenia-podatki,48,0,2386992.html


How can we explain the complex 
mechanisms of tax fraud related to VAT 
in an approachable and engaging way?

While you  toiling at a job so bland, they're 

making cash with the VAT in hand!

vatowcyvatowcyvatowcy

One can create a board game that, through gameplay, 

familiarizes participants with the intricacies of VAT-related tax 

fraud. Designed for 2 to 5 players, the game allows participants 

to take on the roles of VAT fraudsters. The winner will be the 

one who gains the most from tax fraud and eliminates the 

competition.

Logo Naming Claim Branding Key Visual Landing page

Social Media Visuals

Board Game Design

VAT Fraud Awareness

Brand Marketing

Game Mechanics

Gamification

Game Concept

Creative Gaming



I based the game rules on proven concepts (e.g. Monopoly, 

Monopoly Tycoon), but I've significantly enhanced them to bring 

a higher level of challenge and enrich the gameplay with 

psychological elements. In addition to handling money, players 

could also deal with forged invoices, which will further enhance 

the realism of the game and allow players to experience illegal 

invoice trading between companies.

vatowcyvatowcyvatowcy



A stint in jail

Paying tribute to the mafia boss

Visit from a tax inspector

Reporting by competitors

Losses due to the lavish lifestyle of your "CEOs"

Dealing with tax audits

Losing money in casinos

Risky money laundering

What can a player What can a player 
encounter in the game?encounter in the game?
What can a player 
encounter in the game?

Innovative Innovative 
mechanics:mechanics:
Innovative 
mechanics:

Confirmation of money transfers

VAT refund mechanics

Intra-Community Supply of Goods (ICS)

Establishing trading companies

Usurious loans

Trading and exchanging invoices between players

Confiscation and auctions of companies



Now, after this fascinating journey, let's move on to the projects 
I had the pleasure of  working on for my clients...



Błękitne wzgórze, or how to quickly 
ensure full occupancy for 
new accommodation.

Błękitne Wzgórze is an exceptional leisure resort located in the 

picturesque town of Władysławowo. My priority was to set apart 

the offer from the competition. Therefore, I focused on impressive 

branding, modern website design, and captivating photographs 

captured by one of the best photographers in Poland.

The Ideal Retreat for Couples

- Your Secluded Getaway 

in Władysławowo

Logo

Wordpress

Claim Branding Key Visual Business Website

Social Media Visuals

Visual Communication

Printed Materials



Logo
I began by creating a distinctive logo, along with 

a unique symbol reminiscent of a stained glass 

window – a solution that stands out in Poland 

(hehe), making a memorable impression on visitors 

and evoking pleasant associations with the tranquil 

landscape. Based on this, a cohesive visual identity 

was developed. Additionally, I prepared graphics 

tailored for social media and designed gadgets, 

brochures, and promotional materials.



https://www.startup.infowww.blekitnewzgorze.pl

www.blekitnewzgorze.pl
The next step in the process was the creation of 

a modern and visually appealing website. It was 

particularly important to match the right content that 

perfectly captures the essence of the resort and 

resonates with the target audience – young couples 

who appreciate a prestigious lifestyle while also 

seeking attractive prices for their stay. I also ensured 

that users could make quick reservations using their 

tablets or smartphones.



I put a lot of effort into building a profile on Booking.com, adding attractive 

photos and room descriptions to make the offer transparent and appealing to 

potential guests. I also took care of accurate copywriting and selecting key 

advantages to create an attractive proposition. The result? 100% occupancy 

during the seasons of 2021-2023 (although in reality, there were many more 

interested guests, but there were no available spots in the resort).

Booking.com

https://www.startup.infohttps://www.booking.com/Share-GLmxSa

https://www.booking.com/hotel/pl/pokoje-goscinne-blekitne-wzgorze.pl.html?aid=318615&checkin=2023-08-16&checkout=2023-08-18&dest_id=-535939&dest_type=city&group_adults=2&group_children=0&label=New_English_EN_PL_26768406505-3ubvx3wQHMniAPajOHsKlgS637942141574%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atiaud-297601666515%3Adsa-912298700561%3Alp1011272%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm%3Aag26768406505%3Acmp394949905-Share-GLmxSa%401690279016-Share-Z1xu9g%401692095803&no_rooms=1&req_adults=2&req_children=0




Creating a Serious 
IT Brand.

Exea is the first brand in Poland to introduce a data center designed 

specifically for cloud computing services. This commitment is 

significant, as a company with such potential aims really high. The 

primary goal was to establish a strong brand that could effectively 

compete for clients in the dynamic and highly demanding IT sector. 

There was no room for mere slogans here, only concrete actions.

Real security

has multiple dimensions

Logo SloganNaming Branding Key Visual Corporate Website

Social Media VisualsCorporate Branding Visual Identity

Visual Communication Brand DevelopmentPrinted Materials



This time, the responsibility of creating the entire 

brand rested on my shoulders, and the foundation, 

of course, is the name. And that's where I began - 

EXEA sounds impressive, has positive associations, is 

easy to remember and spell, and holds the potential 

for expansion. It's the perfect cornerstone for a 

strong brand.

I designed a unique font for the logo, which we also 

utilized to establish a consistent visual identity 

system. The brand guidelines, key visual, and a 

comprehensive set of promotional materials were the 

result of meticulous effort.

Naming

Logo & CI



The communication strategy operated on two levels. The 

first focused on educating potential clients about the 

benefits of cloud computing, while the second aimed at 

building the brand's image and driving sales. These two 

directions intertwined to create a coherent message, 

supported by a meticulously crafted communication plan.

Smart Space: As part of the project, I also developed a visual 

identity for the Smart Space entrepreneurship incubator, 

which is a part of the Exea company.

Tak duży projekt wymagał wieloetapowej pracy. Przede 

wszystkim musieliśmy wypracować z Klientem wspólną 

wizję strony oraz zdefiniować funkcjonalności, które 

powinny się na niej znaleźć. Następnie opracowaliśmy 

wstępną wersję układu strony zgodnie z zasadami UX. 

Communication Plan
& Smart Space



https://www.startup.infowww.exea.pl

The website was designed according to modern 

trends. A minimalist layout, professional 

photographs, and refined usability were the key 

elements of the project. Additionally, I focused on 

transparency to showcase the human face behind 

the business. This was achieved by prominently 

featuring the experts behind Exea in photographs, 

providing authenticity and credibility to the 

corporation. The entire design underwent rigorous 

usability testing to ensure intuitive navigation and 

user comfort. After a few minor adjustments, 

I proceeded with the implementation.

Humanizing Business



https://www.startup.infohttps://www.otlogistics.pl

I designed the homepage in a minimalist style following the 

"Less Is More" principle while retaining the distinctive color 

palette and visual aesthetics of OT Logistics. Utilizing Responsive 

Web Design (RWD) technology, the website boasts seamless 

display across various devices, ranging from smartphones and 

tablets to desktop computers.

For over 70 years, we've been providing

transport, freight, and logistics services.

Exceptional Website
Outpacing the Competition

Slogan Key Visual Corporate Website Wordpress

Responsive Web Design

UI/UX Design Web Design

Interactive Charts



https://www.startup.infowww.otlogistics.pl

The project embodied an innovative approach to the 

classic corporate website, blending the aesthetics of "big 

pictures" with impactful slogans and thoughtful content. I 

also introduced a unified button for the entire OTL group, 

facilitating access to pages of affiliated companies. 

Intuitive menus and carefully designed navigation create a 

coherent user journey. Furthermore, I crafted clear 

presentations of current reports and financial data, 

enabling users to swiftly access essential information.

Innovative Approach, Intuitive 
Navigation, All in One Place!



From 2017 to 2022, I engaged in a collaboration 
with Finance Innovation as a Lead Designer, crafting 

comprehensive online and offline projects 
tailored for startup events.



https://www.startup.infohttps://finance-innovation.org

by
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https://www.startup.infohttps://finance-innovation.org
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Fintech 
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A great example that Polish technical 
thought can successfully compete 
with the Western world.

For over 18 years, I have been an integral part of DTM System, 

supporting the company from its early days when it operated in a 

garage with just four employees. As the company grew to its current 

state, employing over 80 people, I was responsible for creating all 

promotional materials and marketing activities. While the majority of 

the design work is now handled by the in-house team, I still serve as 

the Lead Designer and creator of the company's image.

Polish producer of gate automation
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BRAMA GŁÓWNA
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In recent years, the company has also focused on creating applications dedicated to its devices. I collaborate closely with 

developers to ensure optimal UX/UI and an appealing interface. Additionally, as a keen observer of new trends, I continually 

strive to lead DTM System onto new paths and challenges, ensuring their offerings remain attractive and modern. In the near 

future, we are planning to expand our efforts into the field of artificial intelligence (AI), which will further enhance the 

company's capabilities and innovation.



https://www.startup.infohttps://www.flex.dtm.pl

I also design landing pages for new products and 

manage the company's social media image, creating 

graphics for various materials.

http://www.flex.dtm.pl


I have created hundreds of banners, 

advertising flyers, designed dozens of 

packaging for their products, and numerous 

photographs. I contributed to selecting color 

schemes, designed interior arrangements for 

the company, building facades, and even 

optimized the layout of elements within their 

premises. I designed promotional stands at 

trade shows as well as exhibition spaces for 

the company's products. I also created 

promotional merchandise.

My contribution to the development of DTM 

System can be summed up in one word: 

comprehensively.







https://www.startup.infohttps://www.tvscoolers.com

The challenge I undertook in the project for TVS was to create a complete 

branding package, including a logo, offer slogan, and website, for a company 

specializing in providing refrigeration displays for wholesale customers. These 

materials not only aimed to build trust but also to convince of the credibility 

of the Polish brand in European and African markets. The primary goal was to 

present the offer in a clear and accessible manner, allowing potential clients, 

even those unfamiliar with the company, to easily understand the benefits 

and opt for wholesale orders of refrigeration displays.

Let the Coolness Guide You

Refrigeration Displays 
for Wholesale Customers

SloganLogo Key Visual Wordpress

Responsive Web Design UI/UX Design Web Design

SEO Printed Materials

https://tvscoolers.com/




https://www.startup.infowww.tvscoolers.com

I crafted accurate and engaging texts for the website, 

focusing on creating copy that precisely showcased the 

company's offerings. Collaborating with the owner, I 

identified the key strengths of the company, highlighting its 

greatest potential. Additionally, I'm planning to conduct an 

original photoshoot for TVS by the end of 2023, ensuring 

unique, non-stock photographs that fully capture the 

essence of the brand.

www.tvscoolers.com

https://tvscoolers.com/


Finally ...



GetYourCan offers a unique proposition in Europe! 
We provide energy drinks with your logo, covered 
by exceptionally high-quality shrink sleeve foil.

GetYourCan is my proprietary project that focuses on 

producing energy drinks designed for brand promotion and 

market testing. While searching for a way to produce small 

quantities of energy drinks, including the case of Super 

Ruchacz, I came up with a business idea centered around 

creating small batches of energy drinks. This gave rise to the 

GetYourCan project.

I developed an innovative method for applying shrink sleeve 

foil to energy drinks. Working closely with production line 

manufacturers and heat tunnel experts, I established a 

compact production line that allows for the sale of energy 

drinks with your logo or brand in quantities starting from as 

few as 2880 units. And all at competitive prices!

Logo Branding Key Visual Landing page

Social Media Visuals Brand Promotion Google Adverts

Energy drink with Your Logo

www.getyourcan.com

https://getyourcan.com/


If you're interested in energy 
drinks with your logo,

you can place your order here:

Here are a few exemplary projects

CLICK

I have meticulously crafted an offer tailored to attract 

businesses interested in promotional products as well as 

individuals planning to enter the energy drink market. The 

choice of a million units of beverages might seem risky, so 

it's better to start with 10,000 units and test the outcomes. 

Despite being a niche offer, I sell around 20-40 pallets of 

drinks annually.

https://getyourcan.com/


Oakley collector
My fascination with the Oakley brand grew out of a 

personal necessity. Due to having less melanin in my 

eyes, I often wear sunglasses to prevent fatigue and 

discomfort caused by strong light. In search of the 

perfect sunglasses with appropriate lenses, I came 

across Oakley - marking the beginning of my journey 

with the brand. I consider the years from 1997 to 2012 

as the period when Oakley created their most iconic 

lifestyle designs. They employed top-notch designers in 

the USA, and Jim Jannard's vision provided the team 

with creative freedom built on a solid foundation. The 

design was meticulous and refined, while the materials 

and craftsmanship reached a masterful level - no other 

brand has achieved this level of excellence to this day.
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Rotary Enthusiast
For over 20 years, I've been deeply fascinated by 

Mazda's rotary engines, particularly those in the RX7 

model. Even before its surge in popularity due to films 

like "Fast and Furious," I owned a Mazda RX7. Presently, 

I own three vehicles equipped with rotary engines. This 

passion holds a special place in my life, and a 

significant portion of my time has been dedicated to 

restoring cars and personally engaging in their repairs 

and servicing.



Dota 2 Aficionado
I'm also deeply passionate about video games, and I've 

particularly immersed myself in the competitive world 

of Dota 2. To me, it's like modern-day, strategic chess, 

full of intricate challenges. Despite its immense 

difficulty and demanding nature, that's what draws me 

in. The highly advanced matchmaking system and the 

developers' dedication still keep the game fresh and 

evolving, even over a decade after its release. Not just 

Dota 2, but I also find myself engrossed in the 

adventures of Cyberpunk or engaging in a few rounds 

of Warzone.

Cat Lover
I love cats and have a wonderful Scottish Fold named 

LUNA in my family. It's often said that introverts prefer 

cats, while extroverts prefer dogs. In my case, I think I 

align with this theory, as the company of a cat perfectly 

suits my introverted nature.

Cinema is one of my great passions, especially when it 

comes to science fiction, dramas, and thrillers. My 

collection of favorite movies is diverse, encompassing 

gems like "Edge of Tomorrow," "Big Lebowski," "Good 

Will Hunting," "Fight Club," "Carlito's Way," "Unforgiven," 

"Fargo," "Scarface," "Memento," "Primer," "The 

Departed," "Midnight in Paris," "Moonrise Kingdom," "A 

Ghost Story," "Arrival," "Zodiac," and "Gravity." It's a 

wonderful source of inspiration and a getaway from my 

design work, as well as a wellspring of fascination for 

storytelling and the diversity of narratives that can 

unfold on the big screen.

movie junkie
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